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Dave Rado
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Carl Wunsch" <cwunsch@ocean.mit.edu>
<dave.rado@dsl.pipex.com>
09 March 2007 15:31
Re: Just wanted to check something

Dave,
I've not seen it and the context was not at all what we
had agreed on. Was billed as a balanced discussion of the
threat of global warming As I began to see ads for the program,
I realized I'd been duped. I'm wondering if there's some
way I can get to see it. If you do register some kind of
complaint, can you let me know what it says?
Carl
>>>>> ":" == Dave Rado <dave.rado@dsl.pipex.com> writes:
:> Hi Carl
:> I've just been watching the Channel 4 documentary "The Great
:> Global Warming Swindle" in which an extract from an interview
:> with you was played. I just wanted to check whether you were
:> aware of the context in which you were being interviewed, and
:> that you would be made to appear to support the programme's
:> thesis that AGW is a huge worldwide conspiracy and a fraud
:> designed to con the public? I'm working on a complaint to the
:> broadcasting regulator that governs Channel 4, hence my
:> question.
:> Dave
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Dave Rado
From:
To:
Cc:
Sent:
Subject:

"Carl Wunsch" <cwunsch@ocean.mit.edu>
<dave.rado@dsl.pipex.com>
"Chris Rapley" <CGRapley@bas.ac.uk>; <kris.de_meyer@kcl.ac.uk>;
<b.j.hoskins@reading.ac.uk>; <M.E.McIntyre@damtp.cam.ac>; <cwunsch@mit.edu>
09 March 2007 16:35
Re: Just wanted to check something

Dave,
I just got off the telephone with someone named Martin Durkin
who has promised to get me, by Monday, a dvd of the program. If it
doesn't actually appear, I will take up your offer. Durkin of course
insists that my views were in no way distorted, which from the
unanimous opinions I've been getting from people who saw it, is
simply untrue. But I've got to see it for myself before taking
this any further. Channel 4 obviously hopes to sell the program
abroad.
In the meantime, if anyone asks, I hope you'll say that I do
believe that global warming is a very serious threat and any
implication to the contrary borders on the libelous (as I
think it implies great stupidity or willful blindness or both).
Carl
>>>>> ":" == Dave Rado <dave.rado@dsl.pipex.com> writes:
:> Hi Carl I can make and post you a copy of the DVD recording I
:> made of if you like (if so, what's the best address to post it
:> to?). Also I'm typing up a complete transcript of the program
:> to help with my complaint, and will email it to you when
:> done. And I hope you will file a complaint of your own (see
:> http://www.ofcom.org.uk/complain/).
:> Dave
:> ----- Original Message ----- From: "Carl Wunsch"
:> <cwunsch@ocean.mit.edu> To: <dave.rado@dsl.pipex.com> Sent:
:> Friday, March 09, 2007 2:31 PM Subject: Re: Just wanted to
:> check something
:> | Dave, | I've not seen it and the context was not at all what
:> we | had agreed on. Was billed as a balanced discussion of the
:> | threat of global warming As I began to see ads for the
:> program, | I realized I'd been duped. I'm wondering if there's
:> some | way I can get to see it. If you do register some kind of
:> | complaint, can you let me know what it says? | | Carl |
:> >>>>> ":" == Dave Rado <dave.rado@dsl.pipex.com> writes: | | :>
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:> Hi Carl | | :> I've just been watching the Channel 4
:> documentary "The Great | :> Global Warming Swindle" in which an
:> extract from an interview | :> with you was played. I just
:> wanted to check whether you were | :> aware of the context in
:> which you were being interviewed, and | :> that you would be
:> made to appear to support the programme's | :> thesis that AGW
:> is a huge worldwide conspiracy and a fraud | :> designed to con
:> the public? I'm working on a complaint to the | :> broadcasting
:> regulator that governs Channel 4, hence my | :> question. | |
:> :> Dave |
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